, a period of transition during which it was laying the groundwork for its reconstruction. The adaptation of its social services to face the needs of the postwar years, its response to the massive movement of Jewish refugees out of Poland and the Displaced Persons (DP s) camps, and its cultural and political efforts to ensure the preservation of its particular sense of Jewishness, all constituted the foundations of this reconstruction. Secondly, I will question the extent to which French Bundists, who represented a minority voice in Jewish and Socialist postwar circles, isolated themselves or collaborated with other like-minded groups. Was reconstruction of the movement a wholly Bundist and Francecentered process, or a joint enterprise with fellow Bundists abroad, with the French and American Jewish communities, Socialist circles and labor groups in France? Did partnerships occur, and were they openly sought or imposed by necessity? Finally, what impact did these interactions have on the content of the Bundist reconstruction?
This sort of research is necessarily based on archival material coming from various organizations. Aside from certain documents from the recently rediscovered papers of the French Bundist movement, this article is mostly based on non-Bundist archival material. Although I partly rely on files and publications from Jewish or political organizations in France and the United States, I have examined most closely the daily correspondence between French Bundists and the Jewish Labor Committee (JLC). An anti-Nazi organization
